Dear,

*BRI announces another first!*

We will be live-streaming both Friday, 3/9
Conference Open Sessions.

*Just copy & paste or click on the URLs below at the right time
to be connected to the webcasts.*

*Use the forward button at the bottom of this email to alert your
friends or others you think will be interested!*  

*Ethics of the Patient-Doctor Relationship*

OSU Campus | Columbus, Ohio

Friday, March 9, 2018

SESSION #1:

**12pm KEYNOTE LUNCH** with Dr. Raul Artal,
*Medicine After the Holocaust*

*Webcast URL:*
http://go.osu.edu/raulartal

Dr. Raul Artal

SESSION #2:

6pm Friday evening Panel: *Are the Tenets of Social Justice Compatible with the Ethical Requirements of the Patient-Doctor Relationship?*

*Webcast URL:*
http://go.osu.edu/benjaminrush
Panelists for Friday evening discussion.

For more details visit our Conference web page.

BACKGROUND:
BRI's foundation is built on respectful, civil, inquisitive and mutually beneficial discourse. Our educational conversations on healthcare policy and medical care delivery take place on medical school campuses across the country and internationally.

Increasingly, university campus climates are becoming less inclusive, less inquisitive and less interested in civil debate. If we as a nation are unable to listen to each other and explore solutions in an atmosphere of mutual respect, then BRI will not even be able to bring quality speakers and experts to medical students so they can hear a balanced perspective.

Educating students on economics, health policy and the patient-doctor relationship is no longer enough. They also need to know how to communicate effectively into an environment that is openly hostile to free markets and limited government.

Your support is essential to assisting us rise to this challenge.
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